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central opening in the valve element-40. The
valve element 44 is biased closed by a spring 46
of such strength that this valve opens when the

This invention relates to a liquid cooling systems

and is particularly directed to a sealed liquid
cooling system employing forced circulation.
Liquid cooling systems for aircraft engines con
sist essentially of a liquid-cooled jacket for the

pressure inside the expansion tank drops below
atmospheric pressure. The liquid cooling system
so far described is conventional.
During the operation of the system it is desira

engine, a pump for circulating liquid there
through, a radiator, an expansion tank, a liquid

ble that all air be eliminated from the system. Ac

• connection from the jacket to the expansion tank,

and a pressure relief valve for the expansion tank.
It is an object of this invention to provide a novel

O

sand simple means for increasing the pressure on

the liquid in the expansion tank to a sufficient
: extent to prevent boiling of the liquid in the

cordingly, a conventional thermostatic radiator
type air-vent valve 3 is connected to the space
32 above the liquid in the expansion tank 24. In
stead of the air-vent valve 3, a small opening may

be provided at an upper portion of the expansion
to permit the escape of air as the pressure in
pump or at any other point in the system. Spe 5 tank
the
space
rises. In normal operation, the ten
-cifically, the invention consists in the provision of perature of32the
in the expansion tank rises
‘means for raising the temperature of the liquid above 212F, so liquid
that
with
water in the expansion
in the expansion tank thereby increasing the tank, the vapor pressure in
space 32 will exceed
vapor pressure in this tank.
atmospheric
pressure
and
force
the air out of
Other objects of the invention will become ap
space. Accordingly, the pressure in the space
parent from reading the annexed detailed de 20 this
32 above the liquid in the expansion tank is the
scription in connection with the drawing, in
vapor pressure of the liquid corresponding to the
which:
temperature of the liquid in the tank,
Figs. 1, 2 and 3 schematically illustrate three particular
i. e., during normal operation the liquid in the
different embodiments of the invention; and
25 expansion tank is right at the boiling point for
Fig. 4 is a detail view of a safety valve.
the temperature and pressure conditions existing
Referring to the preferred embodiment illus
the tank. For example, if some of the vapor in
trated in Fig. 1, a liquid-cooled internal combus in
the space 32 were suddenly condensed, the result
tion engine is indicated at 0 and a liquid circulat ing
reduction in pressure in this space would cause
ing pump 2 is driven from this engine by a shaft 30 boiling
of the liquid since for this new pressure
4. A conduit is connects a cooling radiator 8 the temperature
of the liquid in the tank would
- with the inlet of the pump 2, and a conduit 20
be
above
its
boiling
point.
connects the delivery side of the pump to the
The
pressure
at
the
inlet of pump 2 is equal to
- engine coolant jacket. A conduit 22 provides a
the
vapor
pressure
in
the space 32 plus the pres
return from the engine jacket to the radiator.
head due to the elevation of the tank 24
thereby completing the main liquid circulating 35 sure
relative to the pump. In a liquid cooling system
circuit including the engine jacket radiator and
for
an aircraft engine, the elevation of the tank
plmp.
24 relative to the pump is necessarily quite small
An expansion tank 24 is connected to the main
that the pressure at the inlet of the pump 2
circulating circuit at the inlet side of the pump 40 so
can only be slightly greater than the vapor pres
by a conduit 2: A line 28 connects an upper
sure in the space 32. Also, because of the cooling
portion of the jacket at its discharge end with the
effect produced by the radiator 18, the inlet pump
- expansion tank 24 thereby providing a vent for
is less than the temperature in the
the jacket. In actual practice the cross-sectional temperature
tank 24. Thus, the temperature and pressure
". area of line 28 is quite small so that only a limited 45 conditions of the liquid at the pump inlet are
quantity of liquid flows therethrough into the
that at this point in the system the liquid
: expansion tank. A conventional safety pressure such
is
somewhat
its boiling point. However,
-relief valve 30 opens to relieve excessive pressure as the liquid below
is
picked
up by the pump it is
within the tank 24 and also opens when the pres
momentarily accelerated whereupon there is a
sure therein drops below atmospheric pressure.
conversion of liquid pressure head to
. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 4, the valve 30 50 substantial
velocity
head.
As a result, the temperature of
eOmprises a main valve element 40 biased to a
the
liquid
in
the
pump may be above the boiling
closed position by a spring 42, which is designed point of the liquid
for this reduced pressure
to allow valve element 40 to open when the pres
Sure inside the expansion tank becomes excessive.

In addition a valve element 44 cooperates with a

whereupon the boiling of the liquid occurs in the

55 pulp.
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This boiling in the pump considerably reduces
the eficiency of the pump and it is an object of
this invention to eliminate this boiling so that the
pump handles only liquid. To accomplish this
result, means are provided to raise the tempera
ture of the liquid in the expansion tank 24 thereby
increasing the vapor pressure in the space 2.
For example, if water is used as the liquid coolant
and if the temperature in the expansion tank is
normally about 250F., then a 5 increase in tem
perature of the water in this tank will increase
the vapor pressure in space 32 approximately

pansion tank. However, the invention is not so
limited since obviously other means may be em
ployed for heating the liquid in the expansion

tank. The amount of heat it is necessary to in
troduce into the cooling system by the heating of
the liquid in the expansion tank is quite small
due to the small magnitude to the flow in the
expansion tank circuit and probably does not
amount
to more than 2% of the heat rejection of
O the
engine.
In each of the above described pressurized cool
ing systems, the system is operated at a pressure
three pounds per square inch. With a pump
sufficiently high to prevent boiling at any point
inlet temperature of approximately 235 F., this
the system. Other means have been Suggested
increase in vapor pressure in space 32 would nor s in
for obtaining this result, for example, it has been
mally be sufficient to prevent boiling in the pump.
proposed to supercharge the space 32 with an air
In order to raise the temperature of the liquid
pressure sufficient to raise the liquid pressure in
in the expansion tank, the engine exhaust dis
pump to prevent boiling therein. It has also
charging through the manifold 33 is passed the
been proposed to trap air in the expansion tank to
through an engine-exhaust heater 34 in heat 20 obtain
the required additional pressure. How
exchange relation with the liquid returning to the ever, applicant's
system has the advantage of
expansion tank through the line 28. The pres
sure rise produced by the pump 2 provides for completely eliminating air since the entire system
is falled with coolant liquid and coolant vapor.
circulation of liquid through the vent line 28 to
This improves the performance of the pump since
the expansion tank so that the heater 3 serves
it is Only required to handle liquid and also re
to heat up the liquid in the expansion tank 24. duces
the corrosion characteristics of the liquid
A thermostatic valve 36 is located in the line 28
coolant since it is not combined with any en
to control the flow therethrough into the expan
trained air. An additional advantage of the sys
sion tank 2 and a thermally responsive bulb 38, ten
illustrated in Fig. 1 is that the heater 38
located in the expansion tank 24, is connected to SO would
tend to prevent freezing of the liquid in
and regulates this valves so as to maintain a
vent line 28.
desired temperature in the expansion tank 24. theWhile
I have described my invention in detail
in this way the vapor pressure in space 32 is in

creased sufficiently to prevent boiling in the pump

. A conventional by-pass or other means may
be provided to prevent wave 8.from completely
closing the line 28.

At this point it may be noted that if a sufficient

temperature rise is maintained through the en
gine jacket, the temperature in the expansion
tank 24 and the depending vapor pressure in the
space 2 may be high enough to prevent boiling
in
the pump 2 without the addition of the
heater 4.
In the modification illustrated in Fig. 2, a sep
arate flow path 48 is provided for returning liquid
to the expansion tank direct from the outlet of
the pump 2'. The exhaust heater 34’ is placed

in heat exchange relation with the line 0 and a
thermoStatic valve 38' in this line is controlled

in its present preferred embodiment, it will be ob
vious
to those skilled in the art, after under
35 standing
my invention, that various changes and
modifications may be made therein without de
parting from the spirit or scope thereof, I ain
in the appended claims to cover all such modi
fications and changes.
I claim as my invention:

. In a sealed liquid cooling system for an in

ternal combustion engine, a pump for circulating
liquid through a jacket for said engine, an ex
pansion
tank for said liquid connected to the inlet
46 side of said
pump, and a heater utilizing the en
gine exhaust gases for heating the liquid in said
expansion tank.
2. In a liquid cooling system for a mechanism,
a pump for circuating a cooling liquid in heat

relation with said mechanism, an ex
by a thermally responsive bulb. 38' located in the exchange
pansion tankfor said liquid connected to the inlet
expansion tank. The heater 34' is thereby op
side of the pump, and means operative to main
erative to raise the temperature in the expansion
tain
the vapor pressure of the liquiddin said tank
tank
to
the
desired
extent.
The
balance
of
the
cooling system illustrated in Fig. 2 is similar to 55 above a predetermined value.
3. In a liquid cooling system for an internal
Fig. 1. The construction of Fig. 1 has the ad
combustion engine, a pump for circulating liquid
vantage in that since the liquid being returned through
a cooling jacket for said engine, a vented
through line 28 has been in heat exchange rela
tank for said liquid connected to the
tion with the engine, it is not necessary for the expansion
inlet side of the pump, and an engine-exhaust
heater to impart as much heat to the liquid 60 heater
returning to this line as compared to the amount tank. for heating the liquid in said expansion
of
heat required to be absorbed by the liquid re
4. In a liquid cooling system for an internal
turning through line 48 in Fig. 2.
combustion engine, a pump for circulating liquid
The modification, illustrated in Fig. 3 is similar through
cooling jacket for said engine, an
to Fig. 1 except that instead of placing the en 65 expansiona tank
for said liquid connected to the
gine exhaust heater in the conventional vent line
inlet side of said pump, a conduit extending from
28, a separate line 50 is provided in parallel with an
upper portion and adjacent the discharge end
the line 28' and an engine exhaustheater 4'
of said jacket to said expansion tank, and aheater
is placed in heat exchange relation with the line utilizing
engine exhaust gases for heating
it. The thermostatic flow control valve 3' is the liquidthereturning
to the expansion tank
placed in this line under the control of a ther 70 through
said conduit.
mally responsive bulb 8' located in the expan
5. In a liquid cooling system for an internal
son tank. Fig. 3 is otherwise similar to Fig. 1.

In all three modifications, an engine exhaust

heater is used to heat liquid returning to the ex

combustion engine, a pump for circulating liquid
through a cooling jacket for said engine, an ex

pansion tank for said liquid connected to the
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inlet side of said pump, a conduit extending from
an upper portion and adjacent the discharge end
of said jacket to said expansion tank, a heater
utilizing the engine exhaust gases for heating the
liquid returning to the expansion tank through
Said conduit, and a thermostatic valve in said
conduit responsive to the temperature of the
liquid in the expansion tank.
6. In a liquid cooling system for an internal
combustion engine, a pump for circulating liquid
through a cooling jacket for said engine, an ex
pansion tank for said liquid connected to the
inlet side of said pump, conduit means through
which Said pump is operative to return a part of
Said circulating liquid to said expansion tank,
and means Operative to maintain the vapor pres

Sure of the liquid in Said tank above a predeter
mined value.
7. In a liquid cooling system for an internal
combustion engine, a pump for circulating liquid

through a cooling jacket for said engine, an ex
pansion tank for said liquid connected to the inlet
side of Said pump, conduit means through which
said pump is operative to return a part of said
circulating liquid to said expansion tank, an en
gine-exhaust heater for heating the liquid re
turning through said conduit means, and a ther
mostatic valve controlling the flow through said

conduit means in response to the temperature in
said expansion tank.

8. In a liquid cooling system for an internal
combustion engine, a pump for circulating liquid
through a cooling jacket for said engine, a radia
tor disposed between the discharge end of said
jacket and the pump inlet for cooling said liq
uid, an expansion tank for said liquid connected
to the inlet side of Said pump, and means opera
tive to maintain the vapor pressure of the liquid
in said tank above a predetermined valve.
9. In a liquid cooling system for a mechanism,
a pump for circulating a cooling liquid in heat
exchange relation with said mechanism, an ex
pansion chamber for said liquid connected to
the inlet side of said pump, and means including

into said chamber from a point downstream of
Said pump for maintaining a desired liquid vapor
pressure in said chamber.
10. In a liquid cooling system for a mechanism,
a pump for circulating a cooling liquid in heat
exchange relation with said mechanism, a radia
tor disposed between the discharge end of said
jacket and the pump inlet for cooling said liquid,
an expansion chamber for said liquid connected
10 to the inlet side of said pump, a passageway
through which said pump is operative to return
liquid to said chamber, and means controlling
the flow through said passageway and operative
5

to maintain a desired liquid vapor pressure in
said chamber.
ll. In a liquid cooling System for a mechanism,

a pump for circulating a cooling liquid in heat

exchange relation with said mechanism, an ex
pansion tank for said liquid connected to the inlet
20 side of said pump, and means for maintaining
the vapor pressure of the liquid in said tank above
a predetermined value, said means including a
liquid passage through which warm liquid enters
said expansion tank,
12. In a liquid cooling system for a mechanism,

a pump for circulating a cooling liquid in heat

30

exchange relation with said mechanism, an ex
pansion tank for said liquid connected to the in
let side of said pump, and means for maintain
ing the vapor pressure of the liquid in said tank
above a predetermined value, Said means includ
ing a liquid passage through which liquid heated

by
said heat exchange circulation relative to said
mechanism is returned to said expansion tank,

13. In a liquid cooling System for a mechanism,

a pump for circulating a cooling liquid in heat ex
change relation with said mechanism and
through a cooling radiator for said liquid, an
expansion tank for said liquid connected to the
40 inlet side of said pump, and means for maintain
ing the vapor pressure of the liquid in said tank
above a predetermined value, said means includ
ing a liquid passage through which warm liquid
is returned by said pump to said expansion tank.
WILTON G. LUNDQUIST.
a flow passageway through which said liquid flows 45

